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Tnis paper presents the design of a protection systen beinr^

implemented for the INGRES relational data base management sys

ten. A brief description of the IHGRES systen and its opera

tional environment is *"irst presented to provide trip set^in^ *"nr

the protection scheme. I:echanisns for protecting physical data

files and enforcing sophisticated access control rules *"or shared

relations are then presented. Lastly, the important design deci

sions concerning protection are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

In [STOIJ/^a] a proposal was presented for the basis of a protec

tion system to be used by the INGRES data base management systen
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[JiELD75,ZOOK76,STOI!76]. In this oaper we present the design and

implementation of a complete protection system. This includes an

explanation of th-p design and policy decisions made, including

a) requiring the notion of a data base adminis

trator

d) protecting physical relations rather than

"views" [ST0II75, CHAf',75]

c) not reporting protection violations to the

DBA.

d) not validating users

e) supporting a single data sublan^uaTe state

ment as the "atom" of protection.

:") handling protection at run time rather than

at compile time.

rr) not supporting user supplied protection

routines (such as formularies [JIOFF70]).

A variant of the scheme sun;.^ested in [ST0"7^a] for protection or"

shared relations and mechanisms *"or physical protection of files

are also described. Moreover, a protection role for a specific

user called a Data Base Administrator, DBA, is identified and

nis power explained. Trie remainder of this paper is organized as

follows. Section II briefly discusses IHGRES and the environment

created by Ui:TX [RITC7'{], the operating system or. union it is

operational. In Section III we indicate the nature of Physical

protection used for files containing INGRES data. Then, in Sec

tion IV the desirn decisions made are explained. Trie lan^ua^e by

which tne DPA can protect shared relations is specified in Sec-
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tion V. The algorithm which enforces these protection statements

ana its implementation are sketched in Section VI. Lastly in

Section VI, we comment on the compatibility of the approach to

protection taken and the present version or"* IHGRES.

II The I:iGRES DATA SUBLAHGUAOE

Tn<z user interface for IHGRES consists of the data sublanguage ,

O'JEL, and assorted utility commands. OUEL (OUEry Lan^ua^e) nas

points in common with Data Lan^ua^e/ALPHA [C0DD71], . SGUARE

[BCYC73J and SEOUEL [CIIAr-T'i ] in that it is a complete [C0DD72]

query lan^ua^e 'which free^z the programmer from concern for how

data structures are implemented and what algorithms are operating

on stored data. As such it facilitates a considerable decree or"

data independence [STCr,7Ub].

Tne OUEL examples in this section concern the follovrinr rela

tions.

EMPLOYEE (HAME, DEFT, SALARY, HAHAOER, AGE)
DEPT (DEPT, FLOORS)

7^^?.^ relations indicate, respectively, information about employ

ees and departments in a company.

A OUEL interaction includes at least one PAHCE statement, of the

form.:

HAilCE OF variable-list IS relation-name

The synDols declared in the ran^p statement are called TUPLE

VARIABLES. 7ne purpose of this statement is to specify the rela-
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tion over which each variable, ranges

'.oreover, a

form '

n interaction includes one o: icr~
.-v- *-

Command [Result-name] ( Target-list >
[ WHERE Qualification ]

Here, Command is either r.LiRUiL, h-. i . ->

For RETRIEVE and APPEHD, Result-name is tne -.v:r

which Qualifying tuples will be retrieved ir^c- or

For REPLACE and DELETE, Result-name is the r.ar* r

able which identifies the affected relation. Tne

a list of the form

Result-domain = Function,...

.c ~* -.Hnr

---T^d to.

f ••. ->. T C •••% « 1 —

t -;

Here, the Result-domain's are domain names ir •.- •••..-.

whicn are to oe assigned tne value of fnr- corre"-«.--~ i"

The following tnree examples illustrate, the lan^ua^e.

description can he found in [HELD??].

Example 2.1 Find the birth year of employee Jor.es

RAUGE OF E IS EMPLOYEE
RETRIEVE INTO W (BYEAR = 1?7G - E.AGE)
WHERE E.HAME = "Jones"

*- I- - v- - - relation

''••rot ion .

I. complete

Here, E is a tuple variable which ranges over fne EMPLOYEE

tion and all tuples in that relation are found which satis"v the

qualification E.MAME = "Jones". 7ne result of the ouery is a new

relation, W, '....-icn has a sin-le domain, BYEAR, that *-*? neen cal

culated for each qualifying tuple. If the result relation is

omitted, cualifyir.-- tuoles are either written on the «.:ser 's ter

minal or returned to a calling program in a prescribed format.

_u~
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Example 2.2 Fire everybody on the first floor

RA11GE OF E IS EMPLOYEE

RA.JGF OF D IS DEPT

DELETL E WHERE E.DEPT = D.DEPT

A!!D D. FLOOR/' = 1

Here E specifies that the EMPLOYEE ^elation is to be modified.

All tuples are to be removed which have a value for DEPT which, is

the same as that o^ some department on the ""irst '"Icor.

Example 2.3 Give a 10 percent raise to Jones i*" he works or.

tne first floor

RAHCE OF E IS EMPLOYEE

RAHGE o-" D 13 DEPT

REPLACE E(SALARY=1.1 * E.SALARY)
WHERE E.HAHE r "Jones" AMD

E.DEPT = D.DEPT AMD D.FLOOR// = 1

Here, E.SALARY is to be replaced by 1.1*E.SALARY for those tuples

in EMPLOYEE for which the oualification is true.

In addition to the above QUEL commands IHGRES also supports a

variety of utility commands. The only ones o*" interest in a pro

tection context are COPY, PRIHT and CREATE. The COPY command

transfers a relation to or from a UHIX file . It is a "bulk

transfer" mechanism and therefore must be protected. PRIHT is a

simple report generator that writes a relation onto a user's ter

minal. CREATE sets up an emnty relation and prepares it "or use.

Ill PROTECTIOH LANGUAGE

IHGRES manages a collection o:" data bases, each o ** which is made

ud of a set of relations. Each data base is associated with a

special user called the Data Rase Administrator (DBA). A list or"
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allowable DBA's is kept by IHGRES which may only be changed by a

user who can lor on as IHGRES. This user will be referred to as

tne IHGRES "super-user".

Only a data base's DBA may create shared.relations in that data

base. Relations created by other users are guaranteed private by

IHCRLS. Each data base contains certain relations wnicn are

"system catalogs". These relations may only be updated by IHGRES

utility routines. Such relations are owned by the DBA, however,

and ne may errant RETRIEVE permission to portions of the catalogs

if he 'wishes.

IHGRES makes available to the DBA the following command to

specify access permissions for shared relations.

PERMIT reInane TO object- FOR command (tarrrlist;

id list) WHERE qualification

The fields of this command have the following meanings:

RELHAME: specifies the name of the relation to be protected.

OBJECT: specifies the object to be controlled. This may be a

user, a teletype, or the keyword ALL, which v/ill cause the

restriction to apply to all users.

COMMAHD: specified which type of -access is to be allov/ed. T\r,e

types of access allowed are RETRIEVE, APPEND, DESTROY,

REPLACE, DELETE, COPY, and PRIHT.

TARCLIST: A "ist o*" domains of the form tuple-variable .domain

which may be accessed.

IDLI3T: A list of domains of the :"orn tuple-variable .domain.

which can be accessed but not updated. These domains may
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appear in a qualification clause of an update, but may not

appear in the target list. This *"ield is optional, alon":

with tne semicolon which precedes it. However, orlv one

tuole variable can be present in the TARGET!.1ST and IDLTST.

QUALIFICATION1: Any valid OUEL oualification containing any

number of tuple variables. It specifies the subset of the

relation 'which may oe accessed by an interaction of the type

specified rv the command. Three extensions to allowable

nullifications are supported. First, usir.r the keyword

CLOC.HTTT, the DBA may specify a ran^e of times during which

mie protection data is to be used (i.e. clockttt>GOQ and

clockttt<1500). Lastly, * may appear in the oualification

to specify tne UlIIX lo^on name of the user currently invok

ing IHGRES.

The oata base administrator can enter an arbitrary number o.** pro

tection statements "jovernin?? access to his relations. Each pro

tection statement is ^iven a unique id and. stored in the PROTEC

TION relation. This relation has domains o-" relation r.an^, com

mand, object, tarrretlist, idlist, qualification, protectionid.

This relation is normally compressed and hashed on tne first two

domains. Removal of protection statements is accomplished by the

DBA usir.~ the utiltiv command DEFY (protection-id) .

Relations owned bv otr.er users are fTuararteed nrivate by IHGRES.

Therefore only tne Pi.'A is permitted the use of tne PERMIT com

mand. Since system catalogs contain data about the data base,

their integrity must be carefully rcuarded. Conseouenf v, no user

(including tne DBA) is allowed to update system catalogs usin~
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QUEL. All modifications to catalogs are made only by IHGRES in

response to IHGRES commands concerning other relations. However,

RETRIEVE permission to portions o" catalog

others by the DBA.

«s r»*. ^ v be ^ranted to

IV Algorithm and Implementation.

Tne implementation of access control has two major facets. 7ine.

first is the representation of information in the PROTECTION

relation. If data were stored as a text strinr, the string would

nave to be completely parsed r"or each interaction to wnicn it

applies. Tne overhead of this strategy is considered unreason

able .

Consequently a protection statement will be parsed when entered

and stored as a tree structure in the PROTECTION relation. When

an interaction is to be modified, the nualification ^ree* of the"

protection interactions need onlv be attached to the qualifica

tion tree of the interaction. The id and tarrret lists are stored

as lists of domain numbers which are the internal representation

for domain names.

The second facet of the implementation is the enforcing of the

protection interactions. This is done by essentially the same

algorithm as that presented in [ST0H7'!a].

1 While an interaction is bein^ parsed , two sets of

domains are constructed for each tuple variable used. One con

sists- of domains in the tarrret list, tne other of domains in tne

oualification.



2 For a *iven tuple variable the PROTECTION rela

tion is searched for all tuples with tne correct user and rela

tion name whose id and target lists contain the lists of the

interaction, and wnuse command type and object match those of the

interaction. If no matching tuples are found, the proposed nuerv

is aborted due to lack o* permission. This e^^orces a default to

denial policy. Should the DBA r'orret to issue the proper PERMIT

statements all access is denied.

3 Tne resulting tuples are then compared. Any

tuples whose tarret and id lists contain those o~" anotner tuple

are removed from further consideration. This may be done safely

since the protection interactions are assumed to he properly

nested [STOH7'4a]. This er.Fiure^ that the. least restrictive pro

tection interactions are -applied to the interaction.

4 Repeat steps 2 and 3 for tne terminal

the interaction originates.

cm which

5 The Qualifications o° the resulting tuples are.

disjoined and the result is conjoined with the oualification o*

tne original query.

ft This entire procedure is repeated for each rela

tion referenced by a tuple variahle in the interaction.

Execute tne modified interaction normal!normai.iv.

The following example illustrates the algorithm

Lt work
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Example 5.1 Each manager can read salaries of employees who

work for him.

Pr(.) te c tion interac tion

RAHGE of E is EMPLOYEE

PERMIT ALL TO EMPLOYEE FOR RETRIEVE
(E.SALARY; E.HAMH)
WHERE E.MANAGER = *

An interaction oy Jbr.es
RETRIEVE (E. SALARY) WHERE E. !IAfJE="Smithl

would be modified to

RETRIEVE (E.SALARY) WHERE E. HAME="Smith"
AND E. HAHAOERr "Jones"

V PROTECTION OF PHYSICAL FILES

In order to enforce the protection specifications, IHGRES must

guarantee that users cannot subvert the system by machinations

outside of INGRES. To do so INGRES must make use of operating

system features to physically protect data that it manages.

To present the strategy used by INGRES, we must first explore a

few details of tne UNIX environment. A process in UNIX is an

address snace (h^K hvtes or less on a PDP-11/iJC and 12f" byte- or-

11/^5's and 11/70's) which is associated with a user-id and is

tne unit of work scheduled by the UNIX scheduler. Each valid

user-id is associated with a loron name and optionally a pass

word. Processes may "fork" subprocesses; consequently, a parent

process can be the root of a process subtree. Furthermore a

process can reouest that IHIIX execute a fi3e in a descendent pro-

oesp.. UNIX Provides an interprocess communication facility *or

suen processes.

UNIX supports a tree structured file system similar to that o'"

MuLTICS. Each file is either a directory (containing referenc.es
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to aescendent files in the file system) or a data ""ile. It can

oe granted by its owner (the user who created it) any combination

o1' the following protection clauses:

a,» owner read

p) owner write

o) no r. ov•ner read

c) r.on owner write

e) execute

f) special execute

All clauses nave an obvious meaning except f). In this case the

file can be executed and during execution the user-id of the pro

cess in which, it runs is changed to that o^ the owner of the

file. Upon termination the user-id is returned to its previous

value .

Any file can be read (written) by a process onlv if the user-id

of the n^ocess has r^ad fv.'rito>' permission for that file. Mcrcc —

ver, each process has a ."current directory" in the file system.

7o locate a file a process must specify its relative path from

the current directory. In order to read (write) a file the pro

cess must also have read (write) permission for all intermediate

directories alonp; the path. A file may also be referenced by

specifying a complete path from the root of the °i!e system. In

this case the above rules hold :"or all nodes alon^: the path. A

process may change its current directory, but only ^o one for

which it has read access according to the above rules.

Wnen tne INGRES system is installed at a site, a special user
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(witn a piven user-id) must be created whose lo^on name is

INGRES. IHGRES system generation includes creatine a variety of

directories and data files in a subtree of tne file system whose

root is INGRES.

Each data base has its own directory. Note that they are owned

r.v the "BA. Tne^e directories, as shown in Figure 1 are resident

in a directory of databases called DATADIR, which is owned bv the

INGRES super-user and only ne may read or write on them. Each

database contains an entry for each relation in the database.

Each relation is represented by a -"ile. These -"iles are also

owned by the super-user, but he is not permitted to tamper with

them. Tnis is ensured because the database directory is owned by

tne DDA and the super-user may not write on it. Care must be

taken that the super-user is not also a D3A, at least with the

same userid, for obvious reasons.
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DPI D53

REL1 ! REL'3

DBx = database x RELx = relation x
A Portion of tne INGRES File System

Figure 1

We turn now to tne mecnanism by which a user initiates the INGRES

system. Nnen INGRES is invoked, a collection o* UNIX processes

is created and appropriate interprocess communication set uo. The

pro~ram wnicn accomplishes this is stored in a -"ile which is exe

cuted by tne invoking user. This file has protection status "spe

cial execute, no other access" and belongs to the super-user.

Tne invoker of INGRES must also specify a data base which pro

vides tne context :"or any further interactions. 7r>.e program
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"forks" the processes which contain INGRES object code and has

NHIX execute them with the user-id o:" the invoking user and-

,,,.. r̂,. ps +nc, current directory to the appropriate database direc

tory. 7nen the IHGRES processes change their userid back to that

of tne invoking user.

Tr.e PL'A mav set the protection status for '"iles cor.^ainir." shared

relations (usin.^ UNIX commands). Only two modes make p.er.^e :

a) tne file containing the relation mav be set to "owner read,

owner write, no other access". Ir this case the data base

administrator allows only users with his user—id to access the

file. This "non-shared" mode is appropriate for "system catalogs"

used for maintenance of the data base.

d) the file contain int the relation mav be set to "owner read,

owner 'write, nor owner read, nor- owner write". In this case the

data base, administrator allows other users to share this relation

under the restrictions discussed in Section III.

A relation'with this protection status cannot be tampered with by

anyone except through the. use of IHGRES object code. 7^e INGRES

super-user cannot access it because he nas neither read nor v/rite

permission. 7he DBA cannot access it because he does not have

read or write r"-rivi^ erres to tne higher "'eve! directory, DATA PI R.

nr npyi us? "? af e ^-i r-i"5 "i a*"*t v ponstr "^i*~ed "^ence t np on"' v mechan ism

available to interact with such files is by executin- *p.e INGRES

object code. Tne INGRES object code may access the file if tpe

DBA is the invoking user, since INGRES sets the user's id to
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INGRES but can still supply tne DBA's id when needed

A relation with this protection status can be accesssed by all

users, but only by invoking INGRES because the hirner level

directories only permit INGRES to read them. However, the IHGRES

suoer-user is not excluded from tampering with data °iles usinr:

other programs (such as tne UNIX editor) because ne has read and

write permission for tne file and all higher level directories.

Hence, this shared status reouires that the data base administra

tor trust the INGRES superuser.

Note tnat in both cases the data base administrator cannot tamper

with nis relations other than by usine IHGRES. Hence, his powers

stem entirely '"rom the INGRES implementation philosopnv.

VI DISCUSSION OF APPROACH TAHEN

6.1 Centralized Data Case Administrator

Tne DBA has tne following powers not available to ordinary users:

1) the ability to create snared relations and to specify

access control for them

2) tne ability to destroy any relations in his data base

(except tne system catalogs)

This system allows "one level sharing" in that only the DDA has

the above powers and he cannot delegate them to others (as in the

file systems of most time-sharing systems). This strategy was

implemented for three reasons:

1) Additional generality would have created considerable
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problems, such as making revocation of access privileges non-

trivial. The benefits of additional generality were not per

ceived as sufficient to warrant tne problems created.

2) It seems appropriate to entrust to the DBA the duty (and

power) to resolve the policy decision which must be made unen

space is exhausted and some relations must be destroyed (or

archived). This policy decision becomes much harder (or impossi

ble) if a data base is not in tne control of one user.

3) Someone must be entrusted with the policy decision con-

cerninr; v/nich relations to physically store and which to define

as "views". This "data base design" nroblem is best resolved by

a centralized DBA.

6.2 Protection or" Views Versus Protection of Real Felations

Algorithms :"or tne support o-" views are riven in [STON75]. Basi

cally a view is a virtual relation which could be created from

existing relations but which is not physically stored. Views

will be allowed in INGRES to support programs written for

obsolete versions of the data base and for user convenience. In

the remainder of this section we distinguish the INGRES protec

tion scheme from the view oriented one in [CHAN75] and indicate

tne rationale behind its use. Consider the following two viev/s:

RAN^E OF E IS EMPLOYEE

DEFINE RESTRICTION-1 (E.HAME, E. SALARY, E.AGE)
WHERE E.DEPT r "toy"

DEFINE RESTRICTIONS (E.HAME, E.DEPT, E. SALARY*,
\1:IEHE E.AGE < 50

and the following two access control statements:
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RANGE OF E IS EMPLOYEE
PERMIT ALL TO EMPLOYEE FOR RETRIEVE (E.NAME, E.SALARY,
E.AGE)
WHERE E.DEPT = "toy"

PERMIT ALL TO EMPLOYEE FOR RETRIEVE (E.NAME, E.SALARY,
E. DEPT)
WHERE E.AGE < 50

(See section V for complete explanation o* PERMIT com
mand .)

Access control could be based on views as suprrrested in [CHA.M75]

and a riven user authorized to use views RESTRICTION-1 and RES

TRICTIONS. To find the salary of Harding he min;ht interrogate

RESTRICTION-1 as follows:

RANGE OF R IS RESTRICTION-1

RETRIEVE (R.SALARY) WHERE
R.NAME = "Hardinn"

Failing to find Harding in RESTRICTION-1 he would have to then

interrogate RESTRICTIONS. After two queries he would be

returned tne appropriate salary if Harding was under 50 or in the

toy department. Under the INGRES scheme the user can issue

RANGE OF E IS EMPLOYEE

RETRIEVE (E.SALARY) WHERE
E.NAME = "Harding"

which will be modified by the access control algorithm to

RANGE OF E IS EMPLOYEE
RETRIEVE (E.SALARY) WHERE
E.NAME r "Harding"

AND

(E.AGE < 50 OR. E.DEPT = "toy")

In this system the user need not manually sequence through his

views to obtain desired data but automatically obtains such data

if permitted. Note clearly that the portion or" EMPLOYEE to which

the user has access (the union of RESTRICTIOH-1 and RESTRIC-
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TIOH-2) is not a relation and hence cannot be defined as a single

view.

To summarize, access control restrictions are handled automati

cally by the IHGRES algorithm. In a view oriented scheme, a user

must sequence tnrough his views to obtain allowed information.

6.3 Action on Protection Violations

A user is simply allowed to access the portion of a relation for

which he is authorized. No attempt is made to check if a secu

rity violation has taken place and no violation reporting is

dene. The system could be extended to detect violations and pro

cess the information in any way desired (with some additional

overhead).

6.1 Validation of Users

IHGRES contains no facilities to validate the authenticity of

users. Tne designers see no reason to duplicate existing facili

ties in tne operating system.

6.5 Tne Atom used for Protection

It should be noted that only single QUEL statements can be pro

tected; there is no notion of protecting a sequence of such

statements (i.e. a transaction). The discussion of the decision

not to support transactions as an atom of concurrency control

appears in [STON76]. Supporting them only Dor protection and not

for concurrency appears to be unwise. Hence, no notion of a tran

saction exists in INGPES. Consequently, no control over infer

ences possible from multiple OUEL statements is provided. Some

control is possible by specifying inegrity constraints on the
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interaction log (e.g. tne number of retrieves must be less than a

given number per day).

6.6 Run Time Protection

linen a user is interacting with INGRES via an interactive termi

nal monitor which allows him to input,edit,print and execute OUEL

statements, there is no notion o* "compile tine". Hence, ouery

modification must take place at "run time".

A second mechanism by wnicn interaction with INGRES can take

place is EOUEL [ALLM76]. This translator embeds all of INGRES in

the general purpose pro^rammming language "C". A user is thereby

allowed to write programs in the combined language. It is possi

ble to completely parse and perform query modification on OUEL

statements at the time the translator is run (i.e. at compile

time) and do no checking at execution time.

This is not the approach currently followed by INGRES which does

all query modification at run time. This decision is discussed

in [ALLM76] and basically involves the notion that the schema (or

data base description) is not static in INGRES. Hence, it is pos

sible for the relations on which a OUEL statement acts to be

created between the time the translator is run and the time the

actual program is executed. In this way the schema can change and

make it impossible for the protection algorithm to know what

clauses to add at the time tne EOUEL program is translated.

It is likely that the next version of EOUEL will do querv modifi

cation at translation time whenever possible and force recompila-

tion of programs if the underlying schema changes.
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6.7 User Extensions

There is an obvious desire to allow the DBA to write procedures

to determine, access control for situations not covered by the

above algorithm. IHGRES makes no provision for accepting DBA pro

cedures for tne following reason. The only efficient mechanism

would be to include such procedures with tne cuery modification

routines and invoke, them by a subroutine call. This would mean

that such a procedure would be running in the same process as the

query modification routines. If such- a procedure were malicious

it could "trash" all relations in the data base or never return.

There is no way ^or INGRES to guard against this possibility.

The INGRES designers have ooted not to trust user supplied pro

cedures and hence do not accept them into the IHGRES nucleus.

6.8 Default Access

As noted in Section *l, IHGRES defaults to "no permission" when no

permission statement is specified. This policy decision causes

forgetfulness on the part' of the DBA to deny access.

VII COMPATIBILITY ISSUES

A protection scheme using query modification fits into the INGRES

code easily. Tne technioue of query modification is also used to

implement integrity constraints [STON75], views [STON75], and to

put interactions into conjunctive normal form. Because manv of

the routines necessary for query modification already exist, the

implementation of the protection scheme described in this paner

will be greatly facilitated. These factors contribute to the ease

with which a protection system of the type described can be added

SO-



to the present IHGRES implementation. It is expected that this

code will be running by the time this paner appears.

VIII SECURITY and TRUST

Tne UNIX operatir.~ system supports a user footer, called the

"root") wno has t^e power to authorize and deauthorize users

(including INGRES). Obviously, this user must be trusted not to

subvert tne database system. Moreover, the UNIY operating system

itself must, be trusted to operate in a !,1eakproof" way. Efforts

at building security kernels for operating systems are intended

to increase such trust. In addition, trust must be placed in tne

database systen itself. The database system must apply the extra

qualifications to trie Queries correctly and tnen execute the

resulting interaction accurately. Certification of the code

which modir^ies tne incoming oueries appears feasible. However,

certification of the resultant execution would seem to be consid

erably more difficult. To summarize, it is implicit in the

design of the Ik'GRES protection system that trust is to be placed

in the "root" user, in the operating system, and in the valid

operation of the database system.
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